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Introduction

Technological innovation has landed into a digital world characterized by

new ways of production, trade, distribution, and consumption.

Creative Economies has also been dramatically disrupted by the

environment leading to the following:

- New forms of art and management tools.

- New business models and stakeholder relations;

- Virtual communities with digital Assets.



Emerging Technologies 2021/22



Requirements for Creative Industries

• Broadband Access

• Antipiracy and Protection Platforms

• Production and Distribution Platforms



TIA Supported Technologies

GLSDA

Dynamic spectrum management tool for efficient allocation, management

and effective utilization of national radio spectrum as well as full

exploitation of TVWS.

FibrePoynt 

Antenna-based high-speed fixed Internet/wireless communication system

that can be an alternative or supplementary to FTTH underground or

overhead cable technology and which will solve signal strength problems

and costs typically found in existing “last mile” antenna Wireless rollouts.



TIA Supported Technologies…

RIOT

Hardware and software for crowdsourced last mile networks. This enables

households and small businesses to acquire and deploy network devices for

serving their private internet access needs and contribute the same

equipment to formation and operation of a public service infrastructure.



TIA Supported Technologies (Custos)…

Custos

A decentralized software platform tailored for detecting piracy for digital

media content by identifying the initial infringer and unauthorised

distribution. The media content can include videos, music, Enterprise

documentation, educational content software source codes, etc. Custos

combines patented blockchain technology with forensic watermarking to

keep media files secure and unshared both online and offline, and to detect

content leaks when they happen.



TIA Supported Technologies

Contactable

Digital Identity Orchestration Platform that enables real time to verification

and authentication of identity of people and consumers in the digital world.

The federated identity enables the creation or use of multiple digital

identities to cater for different onboarding requirements across geography,

industry or legislation within closed or open ecosystems, all managed

through the platform. Reshapes digital customer journeys, reduce identity

fraud, and simplify compliance across enterprise ecosystems.



TIA Supported Technologies.. 

Cognitive Systems

The Artificial Mind Engine is platform for in-stream cognitive computing,

which delivers real-time predictive analysis on constantly changing data

including video and sensor streams, within the Internet of things (IoT) and

Big data environments.



Conclusion 

You don’t have to be an expect in order to participate in the digital and

virtual economy. You just need to learn the new environment like you

would do when relocating.

Pay close attention to customer’s voice as you transition to a virtual

world. They will tell how they want to consume and interact with you,

your products and services.

Understand the foundational building of this world: This will make it easy

for you to contribute, participate and compete.

There are more opportunities for growth in the digital world than threats.
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